vBound 4.0.4 – Release Notes
Release Date: 2/18/16
Enhancements
Feature/Function
Inventory Function

Multiple Sales Report

Correct/Void Wizard

Inquiry

Description
Added a new function to manage the process of doing an inventory of onhand firearms. Each firearm has an “Inventory Flag” that can be used to
check off or mark items during an inventory. The flags can be all cleared,
manually checked, scanned or typed individually through an entry screen,
or imported from a batch file. An Inventory Report can be printed, and the
data can be exported to Excel.
Added the capability to create a Multiple Sales Report across all books in
vBound. Prior version limited the report to only the current book. You now
have a choice to run for just the current book OR across all books.
Added the capability to “un-Dispose” a firearm. If a firearm has been
dispositioned, the ‘Disposition’ page on the wizard now has a checkbox that
can be used to remove all the disposition information, effectively moving
the firearm back to being “on-hand”. As always, an audit trail is established
showing this correction to the firearm.
Firearm Cost and Firearm Retail have been added to the Inquiry list. They
are now included in the Excel data file that can be exported as well.

Bugs/Fixes
Feature/Function
Reprints

Disposition Report
eBound Import
4473 Numbering
Application

Description
Modified both Acquisition Report and Disposition Report to fix issue where
VOIDED items would still be included if a report was reprinted after a
correction was made.
When firearm(s) disposed to a person (not an FFL) the name was displaying
as LAST MIDDLE LAST. Modified to correctly show FIRST MIDDEL LAST.
Adjustments to internal acquisition numbers will be made to avoid any
duplicate internal numbering.
Added checks to ensure no characters can be entered in the numbers only
field.
Various modifications to fix spelling errors, improve the look of a
form/report, change wording, etc.
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